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For deer hunters, the burrow is like Christmas, and it encapsulates all the excitement we love about the sport. Liang is the peak of the mating season for white-tailed deer. Dates vary across the South by about six weeks, but Arkansas deer hunters generally associate burrows with Thanksgiving. Ralph Meeker, deer program coordinator
for the Arkansas Fish and Game Commission, said that the amount of daylight, or photoperiod, triggers breeding activity in white tails. In Arkansas, Meeker said, burrows occur in gradients descending from northwest to southeast. The peak of the average burrow in Arkansas is November 11, he added, which is why Arkansas always
opens the modern deer gun season on the second Saturday of November. You can definitely see the difference as you progress from west to east, Meeker said. The Arkansas River Valley will be a little earlier and northwest will be a little early. As you advance east, it goes into Thanksgiving into the second week of December along the
Mississippi River. By comparison, burrows occur during mid-October in eastern North Carolina, and in the first week of November in North Carolina Piedmont. Around Thanksgiving in the mountains of western North Carolina. How could that be? A day is no longer in carolina lowcountry than in the Arkansas Ozarks, so why do burrows vary
so much? Meeker said he believes genetic or evolutionary components may be involved. Deer were largely exterminated throughout the South in the early 1900s. Southern states replenish their deer deed by importing stock from other parts of the country. Deer that come from imported northern stocks may maintain the genetic schedule
of their ancestors. Hunters know by heart the peak date rut in the area where they hunt. That's when adult dollars are less cautious and less elusive, and thus more likely to meet hunters. Killing adult money in burrows involves a three-pronged strategy: lock in, minimize your presence in the forest, and strategically choose your time to hunt
hot stands based on prevailing winds. Across the Gulf Coastal Plain, landowners have quickly replaced hardwood with pine. To compensate for the loss of hard poles, hunters rely heavily on the plot of cultivated food. The main advantage of food plots is that they attract no. Concentration won't always draw money. You won't often see
adult money in food plots, though. They hover around the edges and remain hidden in the forest. A hunter should know how bucks approach areas where not concentrating, and which require scouting. Remote cameras are invaluable because hunters can only be in one place at a time, but some cameras collect valuable intel from several
without distributing human scents. The camera reveals whether the dominant money is in an area. They also revealed traces of money being used between bed and eating And at what time he used it. Adult money usually does not run on the same traces as those used. He cut his own tracks near the doe trail, and he used them
repeatedly. If you hunt the same area every year, you will notice this. From scouting and from your remote camera, you can anticipate which way a certain money will approach. The wind should be blowing in the same direction. Using bleat doe-in-heat, followed by a lower buck grunt, is an effective ruse to bring money out of hiding. You
can increase your chances by hunting only in the afternoon and evening. Deer often move in the morning, and you risk bumping into the money walking into the stands before noon. It is easier to sneak unnoticed in the afternoon while the money is the bed. In 2015, I experienced several phases of the Arkansas burrow in four days. During
the third weekend of November, the Old Belfast Hunting Club hosted Bill Heavey, a columnist for Field &amp; Stream. We hunt towers standing in the middle of young cutovers bordered by uneven age pine bushes. The distance to the edge is about 250 meters to 330 meters. To assuage boredom, I did some aggressive rattling. To my
surprise, the biggest money ever seen on the property emerged from the bushes and stood on the edge of the cutover scan. A doe was with him, and he followed him back into the bushes. I called him over the edge a few more times throughout the afternoon, but he never strayed from the doe. It happened again the next day while
Heavey hunted the same stand as Mike Romine of Mabelvale. The money and the doe are locked. Two days later, Romine kills Lockdown Buck from the same tower Heavey hunted. Romine killed him at 75 yards with a SKS rifle. People use military-style firearms to hunt. Other money came in the area, Romine said. The competition will
really get them dirty. They want to get the right to breed. If there's other money there competing, they might run in wide open and not even think about it. As soon as I walked into my stands that day, I heard the dollars were fighting in the bushes for a long time, Romine continued. Doe came out, and they came running behind him trying to
get to him first. They never assumed that they were in danger. At the same time, near Clarendon, I sat in a tripod stand overlooking a food plot bordering the slough. After not trying to hide my body, to be silent, to subdue my scent or even to be very calm, I was surprised to watch a decent money walk right in my scent plume. Eyes
forward, he just below my stands, veered to the side of the plot and disappeared into the slough. Half an hour later, he emerged from the slopes and chased through a hollow bush. I was going to shoot that money in Old Belfast, but he didn't meet the minimum requirements for the Clarendon club. You'll see all that and more Liang. That's
why it's a deer hunter's vacation. 5. marraskuuta 2010 kello 17.13 · Do you like the Heat Map Ruth we've built using all the great reports you've submitted on our Rut Reporters page? Click likes to let us know. Then click here (ttp://on.fb.me/ckAWru) to post your own Ruth Report for a chance to win equipment from Leatherman, Primos,
and more! Get live reports and insights into the stages of whitetail burrows across U.S.A. Field &amp; field expert reporters Stream has contacts across the country who tell them what the CURRENT dollar is doing. All that information--plus photos and videos--will be available here.292 t. tykkää tästäStay undetectable mosquitoes and
games. Thermacell lets you dominate!182 t. tykkäää tästäCVA on Instagram: @CVAofficial3.8 milj. tykkää tästäWorld's Foremost Outfitter www.cabelas.com.For beginners, refills can be confusing, complex—and frankly—enormous pain. But, it doesn't have to be. Here's how to start the road making your own ammo. Bring some wild
games to the table today. through Outdoor LifeTurkey, stuffing, mashed potatoes, cranberry sauce, pumpkin pie, football. In America, that's usually what's on the menu on the fourth Thursday in November. But in the fall of 1621, the original Thanksgiving meal did not resemble this in the slightest. Know what to do before it happens. Here's
how to survive a bear attack. If a grizzly bear charges you, it's time to fight, fly, or play dead. Aiheeseen liittyvät sivut614 t. tykkää tästäOutdoor Life is an American resource for hunting and fishing information, reviews of new weapons and equipment ... 778 t. tykkää tästä Official Facebook page for Deer Magazine &amp;amp; Deer
Hunting, Deer &amp;amp; Deer Hunting TV in The Pursuit... 3.8 miles. tykkäää tästäWorld's Foremost Outfitter www.cabelas.com.Näytä lisää986 t. tykkää tästä Official Facebook account for Outdoor Channels. Mark your best hunting, fishing and shooting... 1.9 miles. tykää tästä Your source for everything outdoors including
entertainment, news, hunting, fishing, camping and hiking. Chasing the Whitetails Trophy2 milj. tykkää tästäLike our page and join 1,000,000+ hunters to share stories and photos! For advertising questions... 832 t. tykkää tästäSportsman Channel/Sportsman HD is a television and digital media company fully devoted to respecting... 189 t.
page tykkää tästäA dedicates your passion for deer hunting. We serve as a resource for hunters to share... 16 t. tykkää tästäSharing a love of lever action rifles and shotguns1 milj. Tykkää tästäMark and Terry Drury's love of hunting led to the development of Drury Outdoors in 1989. Thier... 16 tykkää tästäHornady Gear is a clothing line
designed specifically for Hornady Ammunition fans,... Eastmans Hunting Journal337 t. tykkää tästäTHE tästäTHE RESOURCES FOR THE HUNT FOR THE GREAT GAME OF THE WEST ... SINCE 1987 #AvantLink #myhuntstory Updates from the field about deer activity in your area and hunting tips to help you take your biggest money
everBy Scott Bestul November 9, 2016By Scott BestulNovember 9, 2016By Scott BestulNovember 7, 2016 annual GON Rut Map could be the most popular article that comes out every fall. Hunters plan all the way to the day when they need to take a week off to catch the bruised money on his leg. This map proves its accuracy time and
time again by the testimony of hunters every season. Keep in mind that the date on the map is the peak breeding date. The best time to catch dollars sailing around looking for heat won't be during the tail end of the pre-burrow. Once they are locked up with a hot doe, they don't move very much after that. So, what's your game plan? Tired
of doing the same generic ol routine of just sitting out in the open and hoping a hot doe throws MacDaddy in your lap? If you don't have the results you like, read on. I have been an avid deer hunter for over 35 years, mostly done at WMA spread across the state. Years of watching deer conditioned by hunting pressure have made me try a
lot of off-the-wall tactics, but I'm not your typical hunter. Some of the tricks were silly, but some worked. Here are some of the tactics I used during the rut to increase my chances of shooting adult money.1. Hunt Parallel: If you've been around deer hunters long enough, you've heard them talk about their success hunting the right way
(ROW), like power lines and gas lines. Other similar lengths may include the same long views to two-lane roads, access points and along the edges of large, open clearcuts. It's all a good place and always will be, but not all dollar chasing girls will become unaware of the pressures of hunting around them. I always like to bring fights to the
game instead of waiting for hours at the end of seeing room for a hot doe to do my job. If those views haven't yielded for you lately, or just dried up, try something different. I recommend looking for the thickest cover you can find along the straight path. Go short, maybe 25 to 75 yards, and keep daylight from opening bleeding. Instead of
following a few winding lanes up to the intersection at this opening, a few adult dollars know that they can find more heat by crossing multiple lanes when opening parallels. The more traces they can T-bone throughout increase goal opportunities They can also stay hidden inside the cover all the time. When entering or leaving your place,
find a way out, and never be seen by hunters in a wide open place. I can shoot right-handed or left-handed, so I'm going to face ROW. Depending on the cover or tree where I need to be will determine if I am me from the air or a chair. You don't always need climbers to kill deer, as you'll read soon. On public lands this tactic is gold,
especially in ROWs. Let others race and fight for limited traditional places. Heck, I've heard their commotion reverberating through the woods: I was here first! and But I've got my attitude there! Deer hear all that too. Guess where they're going to be? GON 2017 Georgia Ruth Map: The traditional time of burrow peaks across Georgia.2.
HUNTING OTG: Nowadays, especially on public land, I find myself hunting more on the ground (OTG). I felt the money liang trip was felt safer moving during the day in an area where there were no conductive trees to climb standing. I have a friend I've been stalking in the WMA hunt. I find where big money funnels through, scrapes and
rubs aggressively on the way through. While I was pointing to all the incredible marks in front of him, his head was cornered all the time looking for a good tree. He said, No good, no big pine, let's go! What? I went back and killed the money myself, OTG. This type of terrain can be young pine weaves between older pines, scrub oak flats
and the re-growth of clearcuts that have grown large enough to shade the shrubs, which will help your visibility in the area. Most people will not hunt where no climbable tree can be present. This is an area that long, gnarly, rutting buck will feel safe moving during the day.3. Vibrating When? Before crackling, you need to make sure that
you are hunting in the right area. If you see a lot of daylight not in a particular area, along with a lot of scratches, rubs and big tracks but no dominant dollars, that means the pressure of hunting has conditioned the money it's not even in the same wooden blocks come daylight. Circle the forest block, and discover which roads, access
points, clearcuts, fields, streams or transition zones surround the area. Then, look for great tracks. The deer seemed calm after they crossed some sort of slightly long-distance barrier. I have witnessed terrified deer panic on one side, blast into other areas and within minutes will be back exploring. Choose a place where you believe they
cross but still remain within a few hundred meters where all the doe activity and night money signs are if possible. Go downstairs. The thinking here is that the money will be in hot areas before noon and left by first light or even before. Being in a tree at least an hour before noon, but two hours is better. Get a set of big crackling horns or
crackling bags can emit some high volumes. However complicated, my favorite primos are fightin' older Horns.As as soon as I can look to shoot, I'll start with some different loud grunts. Make sure you tighten it differently by sharpening your hand, and facing one of the grunting grunts different direction. The grunt I did was in my own voice.
If a lumberjack can burp on demand, he doesn't have to waste money on grunting calls. After that, I'll add sweet, doe bleat. Eventually, I'll beat and grind the snot out of the crackling horns. Using my voice, I made a gruelling bowel growling sound during the sequence. No call can duplicate this. After waking up the whole world, shut up.
You've now let those nearby adult dollars know that something is going on in their neighborhood. For whatever reason, all the deer that have responded to me arrive at a good light first at or near the base of my tree. Also, all have ripe, nice-dollar shelves. I believe this technique stalls the big boys out before they leave for their distant
daytime bed area. The author with the WMA's Horse Creek midday money was taken while stalking narrow bushes and rubbing oaks where no trees could be climbed. On each side of the bush road in the distance are tall pines and orange vests. Money today knows not to go there.4. Skip Lunch: Hunt midday during burrows, especially
from 10 to 2. Money grown-ups have learned that once the distant echoes of gravel crunching tires on WMA roads are reduced and the chain of gate hunting clubs vibrates, it's time to roll over! The time bacon and eggs cleared the forest, and solitude returned. Some seasons I have had more success from 10 to 2 than mornings and
nights combined. If my back goes numb or I just have enough of that place, I'll go down and go into another tree for a different view. Like the rutting money itself, it can pay off by keeping moving. Regardless of tactics, terrain, OTG, stalking or climbing, stay out there. There.
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